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estimations [1392, 1414]. Estimator [105].
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General-purpose [439, 735, 1250, 1300]. flows [1326].
flows-aware [1326]. fluent [1300].
Fluently [1300]. Focus [204]. Focused [237]. follow [560]. forecasting [760].
FOREPOST [654]. foreshadow [692].
Fostering [553, 945]. foundation [562, 663, 706]. Four [303, 429, 445, 500, 848, 1446]. Fragile [728].
fragility [929]. fragments [1130, 1393].
Frameworks [1018, 1025, 1094, 1480, 1492, 1494]. free [695, 776, 815, 838, 850, 861, 954, 1328].
free-form [815]. free/open [1328].
frequency [1464]. frequently [619].
frequently-updated [619]. Fresh [619].
friction [1366]. frugal [1231]. fulfillment [1047].
Function [2, 84, 185, 494, 1234, 1355, 1467].
function-level [1355]. functional [240, 899, 942, 1117, 1125, 1291, 1483].
Functions [502, 1051]. Fundamental [24].
gained [286]. Game [259, 335, 634, 855, 1012, 1186, 1219, 1323, 1398]. Game-based [1219].
games [714, 763]. Gamification [945, 1015, 1237]. gaps [916]. gate [241].
gatekeepers [1296]. GBGallery [1323]. GCC [271]. Gender [906, 1238, 1473].
General [410, 425, 781, 818, 1027].
general-purpose [410, 818]. generated [1141].
Generating [680, 1073, 1130, 1215, 1234]. Generation
[240, 260, 266, 375, 547, 678, 745, 795, 851, 897, 1005, 1120, 1135, 1175, 1294, 1343, 1382, 1417, 1460]. generator [1299]. generic [400].
Getting [141, 387, 821]. Gin [1485].
Git [588, 969, 1347]. git2net [1211].
GitHub [638, 669, 700, 744, 794, 886, 887, 894, 895, 947, 949, 959, 1022, 1196, 1217, 1247, 1295, 1331, 1388, 1464, 1504]. Gitter [1232].
goal-oriented [266]. goals [347]. Going [964]. good [945]. Google [619, 776, 874, 1118, 1139, 1238]. GPGPU [443].
GQM [29, 552]. grained [247, 693, 1224, 1338].
grammatical [1294]. GRAPE [693].
Graph [58, 164, 1135, 1399, 1468].
graph-based [1468]. Graphical [317, 738, 1048, 1049, 1301]. graphics [443].
graphs [1176, 1246, 1272]. great [957].
Green [535, 1171]. GreenHub [1107].
GreenScaler [897]. grey [348]. Greybox [1350].
grounded [388, 421, 1062, 1482].
Group [155, 207, 218, 712, 1464].
GUI [274, 545, 736, 929]. Guidance [39].
guide [527, 1029]. guideline [734].
Guidelines [112, 292, 327, 618, 955, 1271, 1347]. Guiding [333, 1008].
Guttman [56].
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hackers [858]. hairy [1190]. Handling [691, 1164, 1334, 1339]. happened [1183].
happens [1276]. hard [824]. harder [709].
hardware [1481]. hardware/software [1481]. harmful [319, 554]. hazards [691].
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1406, 1423, 1432, 1442, 1454, 1484, 1496.
Model-based [576, 1301, 1381, 1442].
Model-driven [429, 519, 788, 1177].
Modeling
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Modelling
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non-functional [942, 1125, 1291].
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[1206].

R [768, 1487]. race [1464]. railway [845].

raised [612, 871]. randomised [307].
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Scientific [1087].  
Scientist [1396].  
Scientists [232].  
Scoping [804].  
Scorecard [1172].  
Scratch [1460].  
Screen [657].  
Screen-cast [657].  
Screen-casts [698, 986, 1060].  
Screenshot [1360].  
Scripted [929].  
Scripting [1491].  
Scrum [1015, 1076, 1376].  
Scrutiny [976].  
SDK [1072].  
SE [1119, 1384].  
SE-specific [1119].  
Search-Based [375, 444, 506, 649–651, 658, 661, 662, 672, 677, 943, 944, 952, 1175, 1244, 1284, 1319, 1348, 1349, 1375].  
Sciences [507, 965].  
Second [1382].  
Second-generation [1382].  
Secondary [1299].  
Secret [1149, 1264].  
Section [532, 536, 589, 602, 649, 677, 719, 724, 765, 891, 917, 923, 927, 980].  
Secure [580].  
Security [634, 715, 738, 924, 954, 1014, 1065, 1109, 1126, 1178, 1193, 1218, 1297, 1312, 1370, 1399, 1402, 1440, 1470, 1471, 1480, 1499].  
Seeing [1462].  
Seeking [272].  
SEI [57].  
Selecting [168, 565, 960, 1396].  
Selection [32, 256, 267, 542, 573, 578, 627, 636, 747, 964, 996, 1014, 1040, 1234, 1240, 1243, 1432, 1452].  
Selenium [1142].  
Self [421, 755, 1044, 1062, 1112, 1116, 1170, 1223, 1239, 1285, 1324, 1332, 1333, 1378, 1446, 1452].  
Self-admitted [755, 1044, 1112, 1170, 1223, 1285, 1324, 1332, 1333, 1378, 1446, 1456].  
Self-assignment [1062].  
Self-driving [1452].  
Self-organizing [421].  
Self-rated [1116].  
Self-trials [1239].  
Semantic [453, 711, 789, 1102, 1253, 1262, 1507].  
Semantically [518, 1423, 1431].  
Semantically-enhanced [1431].  
Semantics [827, 846, 926, 1373].  
Semantics-aware [1373].  
Semantics-based [827].  
Semantics-driven [926].  
Semi [365, 564, 578, 798, 844, 1087, 1285].  
Semi-automatic [578, 844, 1087].  
Semi-parametric [365].  
Semi-structured [798].  
Semi-supervised [1285].  
Semi-systematic [564].  
Sense [539, 1310].  
Sensitive [150, 1326, 1346].  
Sentiment [726, 778, 1119, 1169].  
Sequence [375, 1205].  
Sequences [56].  
Series [657, 760, 1022].  
Server [334, 433, 950, 1380].  
Server-side [433, 1380].  
Servers [236, 1350].  
Service [183, 448, 1405, 1478, 1494].  
Service-oriented [448].  
Services [359, 941, 1120].  
SeSG [1299].  
Session [236].  
Session-Based [236].  
Set [684, 1338].  
Sets [398, 772].  
Setting [484, 858].  
Seven [862].  
Seventh [59].  
Several [356].  
Severe [1227].  
Severity [645, 679].  
Share [1045].  
Shared [406, 1153, 1201].  
Shared-memory [406].  
Sharing [49, 197, 553, 698, 1129].  
Shelf [1119].  
Shift [403].  
Short [220, 877].  
Short-lived [877].  
Shorter [863].  
Should [424, 560, 703, 977, 1327].  
Shoulders [1032].  
Shuttle [34].  
Siamese [913].  
Side [204, 433, 1380, 1491].  
Sight [1137].  
Silver [44].  
similar [1489].  
similarity [581, 747, 811, 932].  
simple [1227].  
Simulated [260].  
Simulation [71, 97, 170, 171, 618, 717, 999, 1452].  
Simulation-based [1452].  
Simulations [192].  
Simulink [864].  
Single [152, 289, 1177, 1392].  
Single-company [289].  
Single-state [1177].  
Site [1491].  
Sites [664, 764, 875, 953].  
Situation [1226].  
six [517].  
Size [58, 181, 727, 1143].  
Sized [172, 496].  
sizes [796].  
sizing [2].  
Skewness [105].  
Slack [1232].  
slices [309].  
Slicing [154, 265, 925].  
slow [1420].  
SLR [854, 965].  
Small [496, 890, 1335].  
Small-Amp [1335].  
Smalltalk [461, 1189].  
Smart [770, 931, 995, 1053, 1184, 1344, 1500].  
SmartFast [1344].  
Smartphones [1308].  
Smell [418, 614, 920, 951, 1026, 1149, 1259, 1458].  
Smell-related [951].  
Smells [248, 495, 541, 554, 774, 801, 920, 924, 939].
Smoke [1227].


Software-intensive [1301].


source-code [817]. SourceForge.net [337].

Sources [244, 411, 1366, 1446]. sourcing [833]. space [464, 479, 529, 805, 1292, 1303].

spaces [1410]. Spain [883]. spam [351].


461, 526, 633, 651, 673, 704, 712, 715, 736, 739, 747, 756, 835, 848, 987, 1043, 1051, 1125, 1260, 1290, 1301, 1327, 1424]. Used
[86, 186, 266, 427, 1078, 1173], used-by [1002]. useful [787, 1305]. User
[396, 525, 612, 721, 740, 786, 815, 838, 839, 844, 905, 1071, 1155, 1231, 1238, 1345, 1401, 1407, 1469, 1476, 1499, 1506]. user-perceived [740]. user-related [905]. user-reported [1071]. users [776]. Using


variability [496, 594, 628, 631, 705, 992, 1087, 1251, 1303, 1405]. variability-safe [705].


vulnerability-contributing [1099]. vulnerability-proneness [1118]. vulnerable [1137].


Weighted [1163]. weighting [291].

Welcome [121]. Well [238, 1134, 1161]. well-being [1134, 1161]. were [1179].

WESS [65]. wheels [968]. Where [1020, 1045, 1179, 1281]. whether [857].

Which [703, 704, 1327]. while [543, 858]. whispers [1048, 1049]. whole [387, 547, 678].


[10, 212, 339, 475, 1057, 1058]. within-company [339]. within-project
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